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P 
The early bombardment of the lunar surface dramatically redistributed the 

newly-formed crust. In order to investigate lunar crustal structure and its im lications 
for the early evolution of the Moon, we have examined Bouguer gravity an 8 isostatic 
compensation mechanisms using the altimetry from the Clementine lidar and a gravity 
field derived from Clementine, Lunar Orbiters 2-5, and Apollo subsatellite tracking data 

crustal thickness map by downward 
[ I ] .  In the present study we perform 
Impact baslns on the lunar near and 
a central peak of upwarped mantle 

and/or lighter crust. 
crustal thicknesses from a global Bouguer gravit 
GLTM-1 global ravity and topographic models [I{ a we evaluated t e spherical harmonic models to 

rid. In the global crustal thickness map we assumed 
er to match the thickness of 56 km at the Apollo 12 

and 14 sites 2, 3 .  We also assumed a constant density crust (p,=2800 kg m") and 
mantle (p,=3 Ll 00 k g m-3). In our re ional models of individual baslns we corrected for P the gravitational attraction of mare 111 (p,=3300 k ma ). 

9 4 Our approach for calculatin the crustal t ickness beneath lunar basins differs 
from a previous study by Bratt et a .  [4], who inverted Apollo-era Bouguer gravity data 
to obtaln crustal thicknesses beneath the major near side basins. Thelr inversion 
simultaneously solved for both crustal and mare thickness. In order to solve for these 
two unknowns, the following assumptions were invoked: (1) top0 raphy in mare areas % was Airy compensated before the emplacement of mare asalts; and 2 no I' compensation of maria has occurred since their emplacement. On the basis of ~gher 
quallt and more s atially extensive data provided by Clementine, we have found 
mare i asins to exhi t! it a wide range of compensation states [ I ] .  As a consequence we 
do not feel that assumption (1) necessarily holds in a eneral sense. We thus make 
use of published mare thickness compilations fill [5, 6, ?, 81 to correct for the attraction 
of mare and solve for crustal thickness alone. 

Results. Interpretations of lunar gravity during the Apollo era [4, 91 recognized 
that the near side mascon basins -- Crislum, Imbrium, Nectaris, Serenltatis, Humorum, 
Smythii, Grimaldi -- were due at least in part to upwarpin moho [ lo ,  1 I ] ,  as well 
as to mare basalt fill that was denser than highland The structure of the far 
side basins may now be-resolved, and results show far side crust is thicker 
overall, significant thinning takes place under basins such as Mendel-Rydber , e Hertzprung, Moscoviense, and South Pole-Aitken. Figure 1 shows that all resolvab e 
lunar basins exhibit varying de rees of crustal thinning, likel the consequence of 
excavation and mantle reboun 2 associated with impact [4, 1 !I 1. For the near side 
mascons, approximately 80%, on average, of the subsurface mass excess indicated 
by the gravity is a consequence of upwarped moho, and 20% is due to the resence of 8 mare materials. On the far side, where extruded mare is much less abun ant, almost 
the entire mass excess is a consequence of crustal thinning. This conclusion holds for 
plausible variations in crustal and mantle density. 

The massive South Pole-Aitken basin is surrounded b a crescent of thickened 

El d' crust, with its thickest region com rising the far side highlan s. A similar, but smaller 
attern describes the younger (3. BY) Orientale basin. Other prominent basins on the 

Lnar far side appear to have thinned the crust, but do not reach the extremes of 
thinning seen on these two, or on the near side basins, even after correcting for the 
effects of mare flooding. 
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Downward continuation is inherently unstable, and requires the truncation or 
attenuation of short-wavelength anomalies, resulting in exa gerated moho 
topography. Stable inversion for crustal structure may be pe 4 ormed 114jthat 
m~nimizes the extremes in crustal thickness while provid~ng an adequate it to the 
gravity data. Such "minimum structure" models rovide minimum constraints on the 
comb~ned variation of crustal thickness and ? or density and mantle structure. 
Application of this technique to our data confirms the pattern of excavation produced 
by giant impacts. 
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Figure 1. Crustal thickness vs basin diameter for major nearside and farside lunar 
basins. Crustal thicknesses have been corrected for the gravitational attraction of 
mare fill. The average thickness of the lunar crust is shown for comparison. 
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